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Farming intensity

If over-farmed or under-farmed, the Burren’s heritage and environment suffers



Rather than criticizing farmer’s actions, its more instructive to try to understand their perspective… 

Will it cost me 
and if so, who 

will pay?

How do I do 
this, who can 
advise me? What will other 

farmers think 
of me?



0/10

4/10 ‘Underfarmed’ - no payment

‘Overfarmed’ - no payment

‘Paying for results’ means that 
the farmer is free to decide how 
to manage the land

Really well managed, pay €315/ha10/10

€1.2m per annum paid to Burren 
farmers through CAP Pillar 2

Paying for results!



Helping to reduce input costs and improve the condition of our farms for the next generation…

Addressing water pollution? Provide alternative sources.

Need to restoring grazing? Repair walls.
Scrub encroaching on species rich-grassland? Targeted removal.

Improve access

Paying for supporting actions to help manage the land for nature

Farmer 
nominates (and 
co-funds) tasks 
to suit his/her 

farm and 
priorities



OK, we know how to farm for beef and dairy, but how do we ‘farm for nature’?
Need for Environmental Training, Advice, Research and Support – ideally at a local level



IMPACT: Consistent improvement in Environmental outcomes since 2010

Impact of this local, result-based approach in the Burren (23,000ha)
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The Nagle Family



Place Based Learning: reconnecting people with their place, and their role in caring for it



Celebrating, with pride, our farming heritage –the Burren Winterage Festival



The Burren and beyond – creating engaging new ‘messengers’ and messages – www.farmingfornature.ie



Helping farmers and landowners 
create a little more space for nature

Moving from aspiration to action: The Hare’s Corner



Conclusion:  

In the Burren, the ‘pocket, head and heart’ approach has delivered gradual gains for people and place for over a decade.  

Farmers have a crucial role to play in reversing biodiversity loss. So how do we mobilise them at scale, right now?

The Burren Programme and Farming for Nature show what can be done with sufficient determination and innovation.

We know how to do reverse biodiversity loss – there are great examples all over the country of ‘farming for nature’

We also know there is an appetite for action among farmers and landowners – the Hare’s Corner is a simple example of this. 

So the real question is not ‘how can we reverse biodiversity loss?’, rather how badly do we want to?



www.farmingfornature.iewww.burrenprogramme.com www.burrenbeo.com

Thank you! For more info., please visit:

www.burrenwinterage.comwww.burrenbeo.com/thc
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